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6 . Electronic Structure of Superheavy Elements
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Abstract - The electronic structure of superheavy elements, from element 121 to 131,
studied using the relativistic density-functional theory with quantum electrodynamical
corrections (Berit interaction) by MacDonald and Vosko, is reported. These corrections
give rise to a modification to previous results, and the g electron is found to appear
from element 126. Since a recent study on molecular systems has clarified the surprising
accuracy of the density-functional approach in evaluating the relative energy difference
of ground and excited states, a further study of the electronic configuration of heavy
elements using the relativistic density-functional theory and the further improvement of
the theory are both awaited.

The density-functional theory, which was originally devised as the theory to be ap-
plied to describe ground-state properties of interacting many-electron systems [1,2], has
been applied to the excited states during last two decades and has proven to give highly
accurate relative energies of ground and excited states [3-8]. Its accuracy is now known
to be in the order of a couple of tenth of eV for molecular, multi-center systems [8],
being in the same order as the most eraborated quantum-chemical approach, i.e. the
multireference coupled cluster singles and doubles.

On the other hand, an extension of the density-functional theory to the relativistic
version was achieved twenty years ago [9] but its application has been rather limited
to, for example, the construction of pseudopotentials for heavy elements, because the
density-functional theory was widely used in the condensed-matter physics in which
highest-energy electrons to be treated nonrelativistically play a decisive role. Therefore,
the application of the relativistic density-functional theory to atomic and molecular
systems including heavy elements is now of high interest and importance.

In our recent work [10], we have applied the relativistic density-functional theory to
the study of the electronic configuration of so-called superheavy elements, from element
121 to 131. The exchange-correlation formula used is the parametrized form for the
quantum Monte Carlo result by Ceperley and Alder [11]. As for the distribution of
protons in each nuclei, we use the Fermi disribution function. Results are given in Table
I together with previous results by using the Dirac-Fock calculation [12] and those by
Slater's Xa method [13]. It is interesting that, the first g electron appears in element
126 which is the element considered to be highly stable due to its shell closing nature
in both proton and neutorn states. Such (/-electron elements are considered to have
interesting magnetic properties being different from d and / magnetic elements.
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Table I. Ground-state electronic configurations of superheavy elements; (a) our results
[10] obtained by using the relativistic density-functional theory with quantum electrody-
namical correction, (b) results by Dirac-Fock method [12], and (c) Slater's Xa method
[13].

Element (a) Our results [10] (b) Reference 12 (c) Reference 13

121 (118)8s2

122

123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

8p (U8)8s2

8p2

8p7d6/
8p26/2

8p6f
SpQf4bg

8p76f35g7

SpHpbg3

8p26f35g4

8p 2 6/ 3 5 5
5

8p26f35g6

8p
8p7d

8pld6f
8j>6/3

8pGf35g

Sp26/25<?2

8p26/25<73

8p26/25<74

8P
26f25g5

8p26/25<?6

8p76f25g7

(118)8s2 8p

8p7d

8pld6f
8p6/3

8P6f35g

8P7d6f25g2

8p26f25g3

8p26f25g4

8p26f25g5

8p2Qf25g6

8p26/25<77

There are several differences between our results and previous results. From the
detailed study, the origin of these differences has been identified to be the effect of the
quantum electrodynamical corrections (Breit interaction) proposed by MacDonald and
Vosko [9] and included in our calculation. Otherwise the results by Slater's Xa method
are rather similar to our results. Although Slater's Xa method was often classifed as
the simplifed version of the Hartree-Fock method, its computational scheme is the same
as those of the standard density-functional calculations and therefore the method can
be regarded as one of the density-functional approaches in which electron correlation is
taken into account. The similarity of the Xa result on the electronic configuration of
element 111 and that by the coupled-cluster method has been also reported [14].

Recent exciting news on the production of superheavy elements have triggered re-
newed interests on them in the field of nulear physics and chemistry. Now the production
of superheavy elements with g electrons is awaited in the field of atomic physics and
chemistry, and condensed-matter physics.

The computation reported here was partly performed at the Supercomputer Center
of the Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, and the Computer Center
of the Institute for Molecular Science, Okazaki National Institute.
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